
HEARING 
PROTECTION

WITH STOPPING POWER



Wherever sound is a 
problem, SoundGear 
has a solution. 
 
Whether you’re in the woods, the 
shop, at the track, on the factory 
floor, or any place where noise 
is present, hearing is key to your 
success and safety. Yet the competing 
need to protect your hearing from 
the damaging sounds of your 
environment creates a unique noise 
management challenge. 

SoundGear solves that challenge.

OUTDOOR

WORK

RACE



Phantom 

90 dB Output
22 dB NRR

IT’S NEVER
TOO LATE
TO SOUNDGEAR

Most of us take our hearing for granted. 
It’s not until it hurts, rings, or noticeably 
fades that we realize it’s not as invincible 
as we think. 

For people who work or participate in  
extremely loud activities, hearing damage 
can happen in an instant. At the very least, 
noisy environments can significantly 
increase and accelerate the likelihood  
of permanent hearing loss.

While hearing loss might not feel as 
consequential as losing our sight, it 
absolutely impacts our ability to stay 
connected, feel included and independent, 
and maximize our quality of life.

And it's never too early to start. 
 
The simple act of wearing hearing 
protection can help reduce the risk of 
hearing loss or damage.



How loud is too loud?
Sounds louder than 85 dB can cause 
permanent hearing damage. The louder 
the sound, the less time it takes. 
 
SoundCheck Live measures the sound 
of your environment in real time. 
Immediately find out if it’s safe or harmful 
using just your smartphone. 

Download SoundCheck 
Live for free today. 

ACTIVE 
H E AR I N G 
PROTECTION
ALL GAIN, NO PAIN

Silence is golden when you’re trying to 
sleep. Most other times, it’s best to hear 
your surroundings. 
 
Active hearing protection uses advanced 
digital technology to enhance the sounds 
around you so you can be present 
and attentive—while automatically 
suppressing loud noises that are 
dangerous to your hearing.

It delivers the best of 
both worlds: high-fidelity 
hearing when you want it— 
reliable hearing protection 
when you need it.



Automatically protects your ears 
from loud sounds like gun blasts, 
power tools, and more. 

Hear conversations, game, and 
environmental sounds with ease. 

Custom molded to your ear for the 
most precise and personalized fit. 

Stream calls, music, or other audio 
wirelessly from your smartphone. 

23 hours of battery life after only 
3.5 hours of charging.

Comfortable enough to leave in 
your ears all activity long.

Fully loaded 
hearing protection. 
 
SoundGear Phantom is the world’s first—
and most popular—custom, rechargeable, 
and Bluetooth® compatible hearing aid 
and protection device. 

Offering an unrivaled custom fit, 
Phantom lets you hear environmental 
sounds and conversations more clearly 
while offering protection from both 
sudden and continuous loud sounds.

90 
dB
OUTPUT

22 
dB

NRR

Ideal for the following activities: 

• Law Enforcement 

• Racing

• Hunting

• Construction 

• Agriculture 

• Aviation

• Heavy Machinery 

• Military

• Sports 

• Events



25 
dB

NRR

80 
dB
OUTPUT

Ready to wear right out of the box.

Fit snugly completely in the canal.

Replaceable buds available in
small or large.

Provide up to 7 days of use from a 
single #10 size battery. 
 
1-year worry-free repair warranty.

Ready to protect at a 
moment’s notice. 
 
SoundGear Instant Fit electronic hearing 
protection and enhancement devices are 
small and lightweight. They deliver natural 
wind reduction and superior all-digital 
sound quality—making them ideal for the 
hunter looking for an edge, or industrial 
worker who demands convenience.

Ideal for: 

• Construction 

• Heavy Machinery

• Hunting/Shooting

• Motorsports 

Need more options?  

Instant Fit is available in a 
high 90 dB output. Perfect 
for outdoor sports, hunting, 
and more.

• Agriculture  

• Aviation

• Military

• Sports & Events

90 
dB
OUTPUT



Every ear is unique, which is why custom 
fit is the type of hearing protection most 
people prefer. Molded to your exact 
ear canal shape and size, SoundGear 
custom-fit solutions slide in easily and 
securely, ensuring maximum comfort 
and performance. 

Solid Ear Plugs 

Made with super soft, high strength 
silicone, they provide outstanding noise 
protection in a variety of recreational 
and occupational environments where 
high levels of noise are present. 

Filtered Ear Plugs 

These musician or industrial earplugs 
attenuate across all frequencies rather 
than just low-and mid-range, making 
music and environmental sounds 
clearer and more natural. Available 
with multiple filter options.

High-Frequency Noise Filters 
(Hocks Noise Braker) 

A patented acoustical chamber and filter 
attenuate sound to appropriate levels in 
the work place or on the range.

Racing Receivers 

Enjoy superior sound quality on the 
track with high performance, expert 
fit receivers that let racers hear 
communication clearly while reducing 
external noise that can be distracting 
and damaging to hearing. 

Custom fit 
protection — 
puts foam earplugs 
to shame.



Wade Shoemaker  
Hunter, Photographer

It means a lot to me when I have 
SoundGear in, because I know it's 
protecting something that I can 
never get back.

Go to SoundGear.com to learn more

NON- 
ELECTRONIC:

Shell 
Material

Color 
Options

90 days90 days 90 days

Fit

NRR

Lanyard

Warranty

Custom

High Strength
Silicone

High Strength
Silicone

High Strength
Silicone

Custom

Price $150$250 $175

Custom

27 dBVariable 19-22 dB

High Frequency  
Noise FiltersMini Filter Plugs Solid Plug

Price

Gain

Rechargeable

Color
Options

Fit

NRR

Bluetooth

Digital
Modes

Lanyard

$1,599

Custom

Yes No No

Universal Universal

up to 
30 dB

22 dB 25 dB 25 dB

up to 
15 dB

up to 
8 dB

$399 $399

ELECTRONIC:

Top Seller

Phantom Instant Fit 
[Industrial]

Instant Fit 
[Receiver]

Warranty 1 year 1 year 1 year
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SoundGear.com
Learn more at

888.685.1022

Learn more about our hearing 
protection solutions.

Order product.
 
Find a local licensed professional who 
can begin the custom-fitting process.

HOW ARE
YOU GOING

TO SOUNDGEAR?


